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Dinghy sailing at our club is progressing fast, with particular  
enthusiasm from younger sailors and our youth sailing 
teams. We now regularly enter regattas held at the Royal 
Hong Kong Yacht Club, Hebe Haven and also the HKSF’s 
Sail Training Association. The opportunity to take part in an 
event outside of Hong Kong was therefore an exciting new 
opportunity, and after being approached by the Macau Sail-
ing Academy, ABC decided to support the event by sending 
over 6 ABC Pico Dinghies and a safety Boat. 

Transporting boats around Hong Kong takes a lot of effort, 
but sending resources to Macau represented a far greater 
challenge. Together with our friends at Hebe Haven, who 
also supported the regatta, we sent a total of 15 Pico’s 
and two safety boats, transported to Macau in two 40 foot  
containers. After sending our boats down to Hebe Haven, 
the staff there helped to pack the containers, which were 
then shipped overnight to Macau. Unloading took place at 
the Macau Container Port, just around the corner from the 
sailing area off Hac Sa Beach, and everything was set up 
and ready by Friday afternoon, when competitors and their 
families started to arrive.

Most of the Hong Kong entrants chose to stay at the  
superb Westin Hotel, located right next to the sailing area, 
with 24 families from all three Hong Kong clubs enjoying 
the first class facilities and special rates offered by the hotel  
especially for the event. Sailors from RHKYC, HHYC and 
ABC all joined the local Macau competitors, with a total of 
56 competitors in Pico and Topaz divisions.  

Day one of the event saw light winds with strong tides that 
really challenged the competitors, but still allowed three 

successful races. Parents helped out on the beach, and some 
came out on the safety boats, while others spent a leisurely  
day at the hotel by the pool or even playing golf. With shorter 
races and a strong tide, competition was very close and 
exciting, with mistakes having a large impact on placings. 
ABC Sailors Peter and Yogi managed a 3rd in race 3, 
while in the Topaz, our Sailors Will and Lachlan sailed  
consistently finishing 2nd or 3rd in each race. On Saturday 
evening an outdoor barbecue, DJ and live band all added to 
the atmosphere.  On the second day, a stronger breeze filled 
in, allowing an extra race and a discard for the regatta. We 
were also visited by Pink Dolphins, who spent some time 
near the race course but still proved rather elusive for the 
photographers! Results were very close, but it was Peter and 
Yogi who did best in the Picos, finishing 4th overall out of 
the fleet of 14, while Will and Lachlan hung on and finished 
2nd overall in the Topaz fleet, again out of 14 entries.

 Pico Division    
1 Oliver & Scarlet  RHKYC
2 Sebastian & Julianna  RHKYC
3 William & Derek  HHYC
4 Peter & Yogi   ABC
5 Antonio & Santiago  HHYC
6 Jane & Matt   ABC

 Topaz Division 
1 James & Gui   HHYC
2 Will & Lachlan  ABC
3 Sophie & Florrie  RHKYC
4 Clara & Isabel  RHKYC
5 Goncalo & Yann  ABC
6 Natalie & Noah  ABC
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Overall, a great weekend, particularly as so many families took the opportunity 
to come and get involved in the event. A big thanks to Jon Gilbrath and everyone 
at Macau for organizing such a great weekend; the staff at Hebe Haven for their 
huge help in packing and unpacking the containers, and of course the sponsors 
McConaghy, Miramar and The Westin. A full selection of photographs and a 
video from the event are available on our facebook page, 
www.facebook.com/AberdeenBoatClub
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